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I would like to remind the essentials, in particular the causes of our suffering and obstacles to
overcome them. I want to talk about FAITH, and not just chat about it, I want to talk about faith
and our illnesses and the treatments that I offer to use widely.

  

In my view and according to my humble opinion, the occurrence of diseases is associated with
the lack of our FAITH in good, in luck, in love, in the people who are next to us. I'm not talking
about faith in power that is above us, because many people claim and even agree that it exists,
but in reality they only believe in the inevitability of misfortune and death. We do not believethat
we can not be ill, but on the contrary, we believe that with the age we should get more and more
sick, though we don't want it. However, we were taught so and we believe it, because we see
the evidence around us. But what will be our attitude if someone says that it is not true? I do not
know how to treat a patient who came to the clinic in order to get better and tells me that his
illness is incurable. And when I asked why he had come in such a case, he answers that the
pain tormented and weakness appeared and he wants to get rid of them. What can I say?

      

I have been watching thousands of people for over 15 years ant this has led me to the
conclusion that the negative emotions, fear, hatred, jealousy and just ordinary anxiety call the
formation of new connections between neurons in the brain. In the same way a process of
training happens, when the repetition of some actions such as when we are learning to drive, or
shooting, embroidery, studying English, mathematics lead to the transformation of the brain. In
the brain, neurons are building new relationships with each other, and the more frequent and
more important the event is, the more of these links occur. As a result, a new skill is formed, the
basis and causes of which are newly formed nerve centers. I believe that the cause of disease
is in the same thing, in these new reflexes, which are being formed from neurons and have to
perform normal functions, but diverted to the formation of new unplanned connections. Now the
energy in the brain flows chaoticly and it appears in a variety of symptoms. The greater the
stress is and the bigger the number is, the more these new pathological reflexes are and the
more symptoms of various diseases are frank. So I think that there aren't different diseases if
only one process in the brain leads to these symptoms. I call it " The one big disease" and as
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everyone knows we can't fight a single symptom, but the stimulation of the reticular formation
results in "opening" of these pathological reflex arcs and leads to the disappearance of many
other symptoms right away, even from only one medical procedure. But what does it have to do
with FAITH ? It has many things in common. Of course, the method of RANC treatment
procedures is powerful, but of course not perfectly. Patient's doubts, his lack of faith in the
success of the treatment, anxiety and fear about his condition causes the formation of new
pathological reflexes instead of destroyed ones and the symptoms appear again. Where is the
solution you may ask? The solution is simple, we have to throw away all the doubts about
incurable diseases, which our head is filled with. These are not true and my observations during
the period of time when I am using the method RANC tell about it.

  

The defeat of the trigeminal nerve or Parkinson's syndrome are really incurable and you can
suffer from them for 10-15 years, but they are incurable with the approach to their treatment
which we have been taught about, and with the help of RANC they can be cured completely, the
difference is in the number of medical procedures. During the treatment of trigeminal nerve
there have to be 1-4 (bearing in mind the duration of the disease), and with Parkinson's disease
we need from 5 to 15-20, and that's the only difference.

  

Little FAITH, not a complete lack of it, brings us the obstacles. Little FAITH and hope for the
successes of pharmaceutical companies that are about to invent wonderful medicine for all
diseases, lead to the fact that people neglect the opportunity to really get rid of the disease.
However, it is everybody's choice what to believe in and how to act. I'm not going to impose my
point of view, I can only talk about my position and I believe that it makes more sense to say
about this in the article on the website rather than respond personally to every e-mail or Skype.

  

My dear friends, understand me please, I am physically not able to answer all the letters in time,
isn't it better to answer basic and most frequently asked questions here, in this article?

  

The main ones of them are if certain diseases can be treated by this method or not? I answer
yes, herniated discs, Parkinson's disease and trigeminal nerve are treated with this method, as
well as others. But there is no point to ask the questions that are already in the articles on this
website. You should agree it's impolite to write long letters without reading the site and then
take offense because you didn't receive an answer. If you really do not want to find the answer
on the site, then is is easier to call. If you don't want to call, I have one question for you, and
what are your motives, may be you don't need it? When people send letters but don't call, then I
immediately think of "little FAITH". It seems to me that a person does not believe me or afraid
that I will rob him during the call. With such attitude is better not to start anything.
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And the most common question is how to make an appointment and how much does a medical
procedure cost, and also how much there should be procedures during the course to recover?

  

To make an appointment and get an initial consultation, please call my administrator
+79182644803 and 79298484207.

  

His name is Artyom Initial appointment is 6000 roubles, the second procedure is 5000 roubles.
Parkinson's disease requires from 3 to 15 procedures, so I advise you to take a man with you
who after couple of procedures will be able to continue treatment in your home town. For the
treatment of disc herniation and the trigeminal nerve it is usually enough 1-3 treatments, the
same is for treating headaches and dizziness. I do not want to repeat information from other
articles. Moreover, there is plenly of it in videos.

  

In a conclusion of this article, I would like once again to tell you the FAITH. Calm and balanced
state of mind, belief in yourself, your loved ones doesn't lead to diseases, skepticism leads to it,
as well as fear and mistrust. Of course you can say that "I can not help but feel nervous with
such a husband!", so why do you live with him? Our way of life comes from our thoughts and
our illnesses come from the same place, so it is a shame to be ill cause it means that we have
bad thoughts, or we surrounded ourselves with naughty people and don't want to change
anything. That's why medicine is almost powerless here.

  

I am often asked how long the effect of such treatment will last but I invariably answer with the
question too. "How long will the order in the house will last after the general cleaning?". As at
home, the order in a head will last long enough until we again litter it. It is we who decide
whether we making a mess in these places or to maintain the order, everything is in our hands.
So being sick, in my opinion, should be as ashamed as living in a dirty apartment.

  

This is not a contempt to the people who are sick, but on the contrary, it is sympathy to those
who were cheated and misled. And you should start with youself, so I try not to get sick.

  

This site is created not to make me famous so people come from different places. On the
contrary, I am for being treated by doctors in your regions. That's why I wrote an article entitled
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"Appeal to the doctors, who use the method of RANC». Unfortunately, not many people have
responded yet, anyway their contacts can be found in that article.

  

"The people who built its foundation on the rock of faith, those will never fall in the storms of
temptation and in the rivers of sorrows".
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